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By Adam Nevill Scream
Bookshop owner Penelope Thornton-McClure and her ghostly companion must solve
the case of a literary killer in this Haunted Bookshop mystery from Cleo Coyle, writing
as Alice Kimberly. Pen has just received an extremely rare collection of Edgar Allan
Poe’s complete works. Rumor has it a secret code, trapped within the books’ leatherbound pages, leads to buried treasure. Well, it looks like they got the buried part
right—because, as Pen sells off the valuable volumes, everyone who buys...dies. Once
these books go missing from their owners’ cold hands, Pen will need resident ghost
and hard-boiled P.I. Jack Shepard to help crack the case. The police are skeptical that
the deaths involved foul play—so it’s up to them to unravel these shocking endings...
HE’LL EAT YOUR HEART, EAT YOUR EYES, DEVOUR YOUR SOUL, THEN YOUR
LIES, HE’LL MAKE YOU SCREAM, MAKE YOU CRY, AND WON’T LET UP UNTIL
YOU DIE… After her mother’s funeral, Dracula-obsessed Catherine Hall goes to stay at
her Aunt Lyrica’s B&B in Whitby, a place she used to visit often as a child. She thinks
some sea air and time spent with her mother’s eccentric sister is just what she needs.
Catherine’s past is marred by a terrible secret, however. A secret shrouded in folklore.
And it’s not long till Catherine finds herself immersed in a hellish nightmare in which a
familiar dark presence unveils itself and preys on her every fear. Memories of Aunt
Lyrica’s daughter, the popular and outgoing teenage-runaway Calanthe Black, come
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crashing back, and Catherine realises she must piece together the terrifying truth of
what really happened to her cousin in the summer of 2003. Because when Catherine’s
teenage sister, Summer, the family’s blue-eyed girl, unexpectedly turns up at the B&B,
Catherine – now haunted by ghostly visions – can’t help but wonder: is history about to
repeat itself?
***TOP TEN SELECTION FOR BOOKLIST BEST OF HORROR 2016*** The Gods of
H.P. Lovecraft: a brand new anthology that collects the twelve principal deities of the
Lovecraftian Mythos and sets them loose within its pages. Featuring the biggest names
in horror and dark fantasy, including many NY Times bestsellers, full of original fiction
and artwork, and individual commentary on each of the deities by Donald Tyson. About
the book: Lovecraft's bestiary of gods has had a major influence on the horror scene
from the time these sacred names were first evoked. Cthulhu, Azathoth, Nyarlathotep,
Yog-Sothoth--this pantheon of the horrific calls to mind the very worst of cosmic
nightmares and the very darkest signs of human nature. The Gods of H.P. Lovecraft
brings together twelve all-new Mythos tales from: Cthulhu (Adam Nevill) - Yog-Sothoth
(Martha Wells) - Azathoth (Laird Barron) - Nyarlathotep (Bentley Little) - ShubNiggurath (David Liss) - Tsathoggua (Brett Talley) - The Mi-Go (Christopher Golden &
James A. Moore) - Night-gaunts (Jonathan Maberry) - Elder Things (Joe Lansdale) Great Race (Rachel Caine) - Yig (Douglas Wynne) - The Deep Ones (Seanan McGuire)
FEAR COMES IN MANY FORMS The horror genre’s greatest living practitioners drag
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our darkest fears kicking and screaming into the light in this collection of nineteen brandnew stories. In “The Boggle Hole” by Alison Littlewood an ancient folk tale leads to
irrevocable loss. In Josh Malerman’s “The House of the Head” a dollhouse becomes
the focus for an incident both violent and inexplicable. And in “Speaking Still” Ramsey
Campbell suggests that beyond death there may be far worse things waiting than we
can ever imagine... Numinous, surreal and gut wrenching, New Fears is a vibrant
collection showcasing the very best fiction modern horror has to offer.
A terror-filled story of one family and their friends, as they struggle to survive in a world
overrun by ravenous creatures that hunt purely by sound... Soon to be a major motion
picture.
Eighteen stories of Christmas horror from bestselling, acclaimed authors including Scott
Smith, Seanan McGuire, Josh Malerman, Michael Koryta, Sarah Pinborough, and many
more. That there is darkness at the heart of the Yuletide season should not surprise.
Charles Dickens' A Christmas Carol is filled with scenes that are unsettling. Marley
untying the bandage that holds his jaws together. The hideous children--Want and
Ignorance--beneath the robe of the Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come. The heavy
ledgers Marley drags by his chains. In the finest versions of this story, the best parts
are the terrifying parts. Bestselling author and editor Christopher Golden shares his
love for Christmas horror stories with this anthology of all-new short fiction from some of
the most talented and original writers of horror today.
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Catherine's last job ended badly. Corporate bullying at a top TV network saw her fired
and forced to leave London, but she was determined to get her life back. A new job and
a few therapists later, things look much brighter. Especially when a challenging new
project presents itself — to catalogue the late M. H. Mason's wildly eccentric cache of
antique dolls and puppets. Rarest of all, she'll get to examine his elaborate displays of
posed, costumed and preserved animals, depicting bloody scenes from the Great War.
Catherine can't believe her luck when Mason's elderly niece invites her to stay at Red
House itself, where she maintains the collection until his niece exposes her to the dark
message behind her uncle's "Art." Catherine tries to concentrate on the job, but
Mason's damaged visions begin to raise dark shadows from her own past. Shadows
she'd hoped therapy had finally erased. Soon the barriers between reality, sanity and
memory start to merge and some truths seem too terrible to be real... in The House of
Small Shadows by Adam Nevill.
Twenty-five-year-old Steven faces a bleak life with a sadistic mother and a job at a
slaughterhouse where he is confronted with extreme violence and death.
Wyrd' contains seven derelictions, original tales of mystery and horror from the author
of 'Hasty for the Dark' and 'Some Will Not Sleep' (winner of The British Fantasy Award
for Best Collection).
A breakaway faction of a pagan cult performs human sacrifice to resurrect the ancient fertility
god Mokos on an allotment in an isolated rural town. The one person who sees what’s
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happening is a woman suffering early-onset Alzheimer’s, so nobody believes her, not even
herself.
Unexpectedly clashing with his three old University friends while hiking in the Scandinavian
wilderness of the Arctic Circle, Luke takes a shortcut that leads the group to an ancient pagan
sacrificial site where they are hunted by a bestial predator. Original. 40,000 first printing.
Few believed Professor Coldwell could communicate with spirits. But in Scotland's oldest
university town something has passed from darkness into light. Now, the young are being
haunted by night terrors and those who are visited disappear. This is certainly not a place for
outsiders, especially at night. So what chance do a rootless musician and burned-out explorer
have of surviving their entanglement with an ageless supernatural evil and the ruthless cult that
worships it? A chilling occult thriller from award-winning author Adam Nevill, Banquet for the
Damned is both a homage to the great age of British ghost stories and a pacey modern tale of
Devil worship and witchcraft.
A compelling folk horror novel of deadly rivalry and the oldest magic from the four times winner
of The August Derleth Award for Best Horror Novel and the author of 'The Ritual', 'The
Reddening' and 'No One Gets Out Alive'.
In ghastly harmony with the nightmarish visions of the award-winning writer's novels, these
stories blend a lifelong appreciation of horror culture with the grotesque fascinations and
childlike terrors that are the author's own. Adam L.G. Nevill's best early horror stories are
collected here for the first time.
Last Days (winner of the British Fantasy Award for Best Horror Novel of the Year) by Adam
Nevill is a Blair Witch style novel in which a documentary film-maker undertakes the
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investigation of a dangerous cult—with creepy consequences When guerrilla documentary
maker, Kyle Freeman, is asked to shoot a film on the notorious cult known as the Temple of
the Last Days, it appears his prayers have been answered. The cult became a worldwide
phenomenon in 1975 when there was a massacre including the death of its infamous leader,
Sister Katherine. Kyle's brief is to explore the paranormal myths surrounding an organization
that became a testament to paranoia, murderous rage, and occult rituals. The shoot's locations
take him to the cult's first temple in London, an abandoned farm in France, and a derelict
copper mine in the Arizonan desert where The Temple of the Last Days met its bloody end.
But when he interviews those involved in the case, those who haven't broken silence in
decades, a series of uncanny events plague the shoots. Troubling out-of-body experiences,
nocturnal visitations, the sudden demise of their interviewees and the discovery of ghastly
artifacts in their room make Kyle question what exactly it is the cult managed to awaken – and
what is its interest in him?
A trio of mismatched mercenaries is hired by a young woman to evaluate the safety of a boy
who may have been taken against his will to a New Mexico backwoods settlement, where the
mercenaries encounter paranoia, mistrust, and insanity in the shadow of a monolithic idol.
These selected terrors range from the speculative to supernatural horror, encompass the
infernal and the occult, and include stories inspired by H. P. Lovecraft, Robert Aickman and
Ramsey Campbell. Hasty for the Dark is the second short story collection from the awardwinning and widely appreciated British writer of horror fiction, Adam L. G. Nevill. The author's
best horror stories from 2009 to 2015 are collected here for the first time. The hardest journeys
in life and death are taken underground. No blackmail is as ghastly as extortion from angels. A
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swift reckoning often travels in handheld luggage. Once considered inhumane and now
derelict, this zoo may not be as empty as assumed. A bad marriage, a killer couple, and part of
a wider movement. No sign of life aboard an abandoned freighter, but what is left below deck
tells a strange story. The origin of our species is not what we think. In destitution, the future for
revolution and mass murder is so bright. Your memories may not be your own, and your life
nothing more than a ritual that will compel you to perform an atrocity . . . Praise for the author's
first collection of horror stories, Some Will Not Sleep: Selected Horrors: "Great storytelling, but
across a wider palate and range of styles than you might have expected, leading to some
delightfully unexpected visions and hellscapes." Gingernuts of Horror "There is not one single
tale which feels less than the others, none which seem to be mere 'filler'. They are beautifully
crafted, original and complete works which nevertheless fit well together as arranged by the
author." This is Horror "In 'Some Will Not Sleep' nothing is sacred, nothing is safe, and
goodness me, if you like horror fiction you're going to absolutely love every damn minute." Pop
Mythology Praise for Adam Nevill's horror novels: "Adam Nevill is a spine-chiller in the classic
tradition, a writer who draws you in from the world of the familiar, eases you into the world of
terror, and then locks the door behind you." Michael Koryta, NYT Bestselling author "Modern
storytelling ... and old school terror. Very scary, highly recommended" - Jonathan Maberry,
NYT bestselling author "One of the most subtle and powerful writers of dark fiction - a unique
voice" - Michael Marshall Smith, NYT Bestselling author) "Chilling, disorienting, and deeply
creepy" - Scott Smith (author of 'The Ruins' on 'House of Small Shadows') "Nevill is fast
becoming Britain's answer to Stephen King" - Guardian "He has the rare ability to craft a
nebulous atmosphere of terror, as well as to capture cinematic slasherpunk in the written word.
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Both are incredibly rare talents." Pornokitsch "The sense of dread is immediate, with the
reader's sense of foreboding increasing with every new page." Irish Examiner "Readers will
lose all hope of peaceful, undisturbed sleep. Highly recommended." Library Journal - Starred
Review "Nevill's talent for horror resonates ominously in every scene, almost as if the theme
from Jaws echoes when a page is turned." Kirkus
Some doors are better left closed . . . In Barrington House, an upmarket block in London, there
is an empty apartment. No one goes in, no one comes out. And it has been that way for fifty
years. Until the night watchman hears a disturbance after midnight and investigates. What he
experiences is enough to change his life forever. A young American woman, Apryl, arrives at
Barrington House. She's been left an apartment by her mysterious Great Aunt Lillian who died
in strange circumstances. Rumours claim Lillian was mad. But her diary suggests she was
implicated in a horrific and inexplicable event decades ago. Determined to learn something of
this eccentric woman, Apryl begins to unravel the hidden story of Barrington House. She
discovers that a transforming, evil force still inhabits the building. And the doorway to
Apartment 16 is a gateway to something altogether more terrifying . . . Apartment 16 is another
gripping novel full of suspense and horror from Adam Nevill, twice winner of the August Derleth
award.

Phyllis Ewans, a prominent researcher in lepidoptera and a keen walker, has died of old
age. Thomas, a much younger fellow researcher of moths first met Phyllis when he was
a child. He became her carer and companion, having rekindled her acquaintance in
later life. Increasingly possessed by thoughts that he somehow actually is Phyllis
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Ewans, and unable to rid himself of the feeling that she is haunting him, Thomas must
discover her secrets through her many possessions and photographs, before he is lost
permanently in a labyrinth of memories long past.
Nominated for the Shirley Jackson and Saboteur awards, this game-changing story was
chosen by Adam Nevill as one of his favourite horror short stories: “What a refreshing
gust of tiny spores this novella explodes into, and I inhaled them all with glee”.
Somewhere away from the cities and towns, in the Valley of the Rocks, a society of
men and boys gather around the fire each night to listen to their history recounted by
Nate, the storyteller. Requested most often by the group is the tale of the death of all
women. They are the last generation. One evening, Nate brings back new secrets from
the woods; peculiar mushrooms are growing from the ground where the women’s
bodies lie buried. These are the first signs of a strange and insidious presence unlike
anything ever known before… Discover the Beauty.
An Irish horror adventure set in the unknown forests of Galway, where humans are kept
under observation by screaming creatures, from debut author A. M. Shine.
Stephen King's legendary debut, the bestselling smash hit that put him on the map as
one of America's favorite writers "Gory and horrifying. . . . You can't put it down."
—Chicago Tribune Unpopular at school and subjected to her mother's religious
fanaticism at home, Carrie White does not have it easy. But while she may be picked
on by her classmates, she has a gift she's kept secret since she was a little girl: she
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can move things with her mind. Doors lock. Candles fall. Her ability has been both a
power and a problem. And when she finds herself the recipient of a sudden act of
kindness, Carrie feels like she's finally been given a chance to be normal. She hopes
that the nightmare of her classmates' vicious taunts is over . . . but an unexpected and
cruel prank turns her gift into a weapon of horror so destructive that the town may never
recover.
Surviving the collapse of the death cult that bore them was only the beginning for the
Stauford Six. The real nightmare begins more than thirty years later with the death of
their final protector and the awakening of the monster that fathered them.
Murmured in Dreams is a modern horror collection from Award-nominated Stephen
Bacon.
A woman, returning to her roots. A town, built on sacred land. A secret, cloaked in
tradition and lore. Welcome to White Pines. Don't get too comfortable. The new cosmicfolk-Celtic-cult-fantasy-horror novel from Gemma Amor, the Bram Stoker Award
nominated author of DEAR LAURA and CRUEL WORKS OF NATURE, is available
NOW."Gemma writes like her life depends on it" Kealan Patrick Burke, Bram Stoker
Award-Winning author of KIN and SOUR CANDY."A sublime supernatural folk horror
story... an absolute joy to read" Dan Hanks, author of CAPTAIN MOXLEY & THE
EMBERS OF THE EMPIRE
*Now a major motion picture on Netflix!* When Stephanie moves to the notoriously
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cheap Perry Bar neighborhood of Birmingham, she's just happy to find an affordable
room for rent that's large enough not to deserve her previous room's nickname, "the
cell." The eccentric — albeit slightly overly-friendly — landlord seems nice and welcoming
enough, the ceilings are high, and all of the other tenants are also girls. Things aren't
great, but they're stable. Or at least that's what she tells herself when she impulsively
hands over enough money to cover the first month's rent and decides to give it a go.
But soon after she becomes uneasy about her rash decision. She hears things in the
night. Feels them. Things...or people...who aren't there in the light. Who couldn't be
there, because after-all, her door is locked every night, and the key is still in place in the
morning. Concern soon turns to terror when the voices she hears and presence she
feels each night become hostile. It's clear that something very bad has happened in this
house. And something even worse is happening now. Stephanie has to find a way out,
before whatever's going on in the house finds her first. Adam Nevill's No One Gets Out
Alive will chill you straight through to the core — a cold, merciless, fear-inducing
nightmare to the last page. A word of caution, don't read this one in the dark.
"Four months to the day he first encountered the boy at Walmart, the last of Phil
Pendleton's teeth fell out." At first glance, Phil Pendleton and his son Adam are just an
ordinary father and son, no different from any other. They take walks in the park
together, visit county fairs, museums, and zoos, and eat together overlooking the lake.
Some might say the father is a little too accommodating given the lack of discipline
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when the child loses his temper in public. Some might say he spoils his son by allowing
him to eat candy whenever he wants and set his own bedtimes. Some might say that
such leniency is starting to take its toll on the father, given how his health has declined.
What no one knows is that Phil is a prisoner, and that up until a few weeks ago and a
chance encounter at a grocery store, he had never seen the child before in his life. A
new novella from the Bram Stoker Award-winning author of THE TURTLE BOY and
KIN. Praise for Kealan Patrick Burke "one of the most clever and original talents in
contemporary horror "- Booklist "A newcomer worth watching."- Publisher's Weekly
"one of the best writers in horror fiction today."- Jonathan Maberry, New York Times
bestselling author of ROT & RUIN and PATIENT ZERO "Reminiscent of Stephen King"The Green Man Review "a true master of his art"- Zonacrypt

Last DaysSt. Martin's Griffin
“A horror landmark and a work of gory genius.”—Joe Hill, New York Times
bestselling author of The Fireman New York Times bestselling author Daniel
Kraus completes George A. Romero's brand-new masterpiece of zombie horror,
the massive novel left unfinished at Romero's death! George A. Romero invented
the modern zombie with Night of the Living Dead, creating a monster that has
become a key part of pop culture. Romero often felt hemmed in by the
constraints of film-making. To tell the story of the rise of the zombies and the fall
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of humanity the way it should be told, Romero turned to fiction. Unfortunately,
when he died, the story was incomplete. Enter Daniel Kraus, co-author, with
Guillermo del Toro, of the New York Times bestseller The Shape of Water (based
on the Academy Award-winning movie) and Trollhunters (which became an
Emmy Award-winning series), and author of The Death and Life of Zebulon Finch
(an Entertainment Weekly Top 10 Book of the Year). A lifelong Romero fan,
Kraus was honored to be asked, by Romero's widow, to complete The Living
Dead. Set in the present day, The Living Dead is an entirely new tale, the story of
the zombie plague as George A. Romero wanted to tell it. It begins with one
body. A pair of medical examiners find themselves battling a dead man who
won’t stay dead. It spreads quickly. In a Midwestern trailer park, a Black teenage
girl and a Muslim immigrant battle newly-risen friends and family. On a US
aircraft carrier, living sailors hide from dead ones while a fanatic makes a new
religion out of death. At a cable news station, a surviving anchor keeps
broadcasting while his undead colleagues try to devour him. In DC, an autistic
federal employee charts the outbreak, preserving data for a future that may never
come. Everywhere, people are targeted by both the living and the dead. We think
we know how this story ends. We. Are. Wrong. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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From indie horror author and bestselling sensation Ania Ahlborn, this brand-new
supernatural thriller questions: how far would you go for success, and what would
you be capable of if the promise of forever was real? With his marriage on the
rocks and his life in shambles, washed up crime writer Lucas Graham is
desperate for a comeback. So when he's promised exclusive access to notorious
cult leader and death row inmate Jeffrey Halcomb, the opportunity is too good to
pass up. Lucas leaves New York for the scene of the crime—a split-level
farmhouse on the gray-sanded beach of Washington State—a house whose
foundation is steeped in the blood of Halcomb's diviners; runaways who, thirty
years prior, were drawn to his message of family, unity, and unconditional love.
Lucas wants to tell the real story of Halcomb's faithful departed, but when
Halcomb goes back on his promise of granting Lucas exclusive information on
the case, he's left to put the story together on his own. Except he is not alone.
For Jeffrey Halcomb promised his devout eternal life…and within these walls,
they're far from dead.
This collection explores artistic representations of vegetal life that imperil human
life, voicing anxieties about our relationship to other life forms with which we
share the earth. From medieval manuscript illustrations to modern works of
science fiction and horror, plants that manifest monstrous agency defy human
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control, challenge anthropocentric perception, and exact a violent vengeance for
our blind and exploitative practices. Plant Horror explores how depictions of
monster plants reveal concerns about the viability of our prevailing belief systems
and dominant ideologies— as well as a deep-seated fear about human
vulnerability in an era of deepening ecological crisis. Films discussed include The
Day of the Triffids, Invasion of the Body Snatchers, The Wicker Man, Swamp
Thing, and The Happening.
Trapped in the Mexican jungle, a group of friends stumble upon a creeping horror
unlike anything they could ever imagine.Two young couples are on a lazy
Mexican vacation–sun-drenched days, drunken nights, making friends with fellow
tourists. When the brother of one of those friends disappears, they decide to
venture into the jungle to look for him. What started out as a fun day-trip slowly
spirals into a nightmare when they find an ancient ruins site . . . and the terrifying
presence that lurks there.
Under a Watchful Eye by Adam Nevill is a supernatural thriller from the awardwinning writer of The Ritual and Last Days. Seb Logan is being watched. He just
doesn't know by whom. When the sudden appearance of a dark figure shatters
his idyllic coastal life, he soon realizes that the murky past he thought he'd left
behind has far from forgotten him. What's more unsettling is the strange
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atmosphere that engulfs him at every sighting, plunging his mind into a terrifying
paranoia. To be a victim without knowing the tormentor. To be despised without
knowing the offence caused. To be seen by what nobody else can see. These
are the thoughts which plague his every waking moment. Imprisoned by despair,
Seb fears his stalker is not working alone, but rather is involved in a wider
conspiracy that threatens everything he has worked for. For there are doors in
this world that open into unknown places. Places used by the worst kind of
people to achieve their own ends. And once his investigation leads him to stray
across the line and into mortal danger, he risks becoming another fatality in a
long line of victims . . .
The Gods of H.P. Lovecraft: a brand new anthology that collects the twelve
principal deities of the Lovecraftian Mythos and sets them loose within its pages.
Featuring the biggest names in horror and dark fantasy, including many NY
Times bestsellers, full of original fiction and artwork, and individual commentary
on each of the deities by Donald Tyson. About the book: Lovecraft's bestiary of
gods has had a major influence on the horror scene from the time these sacred
names were first evoked. Cthulhu, Azathoth, Nyarlathotep, Yog-Sothoth--this
pantheon of the horrific calls to mind the very worst of cosmic nightmares and the
very darkest signs of human nature. The Gods of H.P. Lovecraft brings together
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twelve all-new Mythos tales from: Cthulhu (Adam Nevill) - Yog-Sothoth (Martha
Wells) - Azathoth (Laird Barron) - Nyarlathotep (Bentley Little) - Shub-Niggurath
(David Liss) - Tsathoggua (Brett Talley) - The Mi-Go (Christopher Golden &
James A. Moore) - Night-gaunts (Jonathan Maberry) - Elder Things (Joe
Lansdale) - Great Race (Rachel Caine) - Yig (Douglas Wynne) - The Deep Ones
(Seanan McGuire)With commentary on each deity by Donald Tyson
A brilliant collection of stories by one of the masters of horror. Not all companions
are friendly. There are many that you most definitely do not want to see. When
Elaine was working late at the office, she thought she was all alone. But
something sinister was in the elevator shaft…working its way to her floor. Miles,
too, thought he was alone in his new house, the house of a murderer, but he, too,
had an unwanted companion. And Knox will never forget what was waiting for
him in the dense fog. Come and meet all of these companions and more in this
chilling collection of horror tales by award-winning master of terror Ramsey
Campbell. That clawing sound you hear, the haunting singing, the moving
shadow—they all mean that something is waiting to make your acquaintance.
"Nor did it bury the horrors predating civilisation. Ancient rites, old deities and
savage ways can reappear in the places you least expect. Lifestyle journalist
Katrine escaped past traumas by moving to a coast renowed for seaside holidays
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and natural beauty. But when a vast hoard of human remains and prehistoric
artefacts is discovered in nearby Brickburgh, a hideous shadow engulfs her life."
-- Cover.
The New York Times bestselling Warm Bodies Series has captivated readers in twenty-five
languages, inspiring a major film and transcending the zombie genre to become something
"poetic" ( Library Journal ) "highly original" ( Seattle Times ) and "ultimately moving" ( Time Out
London ). Now the story of a dead man's search for life reaches its conclusion on a scale both
epic and intimate. Before he was a flesh-eating corpse, R was something worse. He
remembers it all now, a life of greed and apathy more destructive than any virus, and he sees
only one path to redemption: he must fight the forces he helped create. But what can R, Julie,
and their tiny gang of fugitives do against the creeping might of the Axiom Group, the bizarre
undead corporation that's devouring what's left of America? It's time for a road trip. No more
flyover country. This time they'll face the madness on the ground, racing their RV across the
wastelands as tensions rise and bonds unravel—because R isn't the only one hiding painful
secrets. Everyone is on their own desperate search: for a kidnapped daughter, a suicidal
mother, and an abused little boy with a gift that could save humanity... if humanity can
convince him it's worth saving. All roads lead home, to a final confrontation with the plague and
its shareholders. But this is a monster that guns can't kill. A battle only one weapon can win...
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Helvetica} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 12.0px Helvetica; min-height: 14.0px}
Now a Netflix Original Movie! When four old University friends set off into the Scandinavian
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wilderness of the Arctic Circle, they aim to briefly escape the problems of their lives and
reconnect with one another. But when Luke, the only man still single and living a precarious
existence, finds he has little left in common with his well-heeled friends, tensions rise. With
limited experience between them, a shortcut meant to ease their hike turns into a nightmare
scenario that could cost them their lives. Lost, hungry, and surrounded by forest untouched for
millennia, Luke figures things couldn't possibly get any worse. But then they stumble across an
old habitation. Ancient artefacts decorate the walls and there are bones scattered upon the dry
floors. The residue of old rites and pagan sacrifice for something that still exists in the forest.
Something responsible for the bestial presence that follows their every step. As the four friends
stagger in the direction of salvation, they learn that death doesn't come easy among these
ancient trees . . .
FINALIST in the PEOPLE'S BOOK PRIZE 2014 The unthinkable is happening in Lynnwood – a
village with centuries of guilt on its conscience. Who wouldn't want to live in an idyllic village in
the English countryside like Lynnwood? With its charming pub, old dairy, friendly vicar, gurgling
brooks, and its old paths with memories of simpler times. But behind the conventional
appearance of Lynnwood's villagers, only two sorts of people crawl out of the woodwork: those
who hunt and those who are prey. Reviews: 'A dark horror story set in a picturesque village. I
would recommend this to fans of classic English horror as well as fans of Stephen King.' –
Lucy O'Connor, Waterstones "A quintessentially British folk horror chiller, with an escalating
power of dread that is rendered deftly. A new voice in British horror, that you'll want to read,
has entered the field." – Adam Nevill br” 'The plot line is new and exciting ... I was surprised
more than once at what was happening. If you are looking for a good book, definitely pick up
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this one.' i– Alison Mudge, Librarian, USA /ibr – Nina D'Arcangela 'An exciting, on the edge of
your seat gothic that will have readers begging for more.' – Rosemary Smith, Librarian 'An
exciting début from a new young writer with a dark imagination. Thomas Brown's beautifully
written novel proposes a modern gothic forest far from the tourist trail, a place filled with
strange events and eerie consequences.' – Philip Hoare. 'This book was great! Reading this
was less like reading a book and more like watching the movie in my mind's eye. Fantastic!' –
Laura Smith, Goodreads Reviewer
Lost Girl is a dystopian nightmare from the master of horror Adam Nevill. How far will he go to
save his daughter? How far will he go to get revenge? It's 2053 and climate change has left
billions homeless and starving - easy prey for the pandemics that sweep across the globe,
scything through the refugee populations. Easy prey, too, for the violent gangs and peoplesmugglers who thrive in the crumbling world where 'King Death' reigns supreme. The father's
world went to hell two years ago. His four-year-old daughter was snatched from his garden
when he should have been watching. The moments before her disappearance play in a
perpetual loop in his mind. But the police aren't interested; amidst floods, hurricanes and global
chaos, who cares about one more missing child? Now it's all down to him to find her, him alone
...
The definitive guide to filmmaking and filmmakers by the best in the field. Horror 201: The
Silver Scream, the follow-up to the Bram Stoker Award nominated Horror 101: The Way
Forward, delves into the minds of filmmakers to see what it takes to produce great horror films,
from the writing and funding process, to directing, producing, and writing tie-ins. It's a tome of
interviews and essays by some of our favorite artists. Film legends and authors such as John
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Carpenter, Wes Craven, George A. Romero, Ray Bradbury, Ed Naha, Patrick Lussier, Stephen
Volk, Ramsey Campbell, Nancy Holder, Tom Holland, John Shirley, William Stout, and John
Russo want to share their expertise with you through informative, practical, career-building
advice. These are the folks behind movies and novelizations such as A Nightmare on Elm
Street, Scream, Dark Shadows, Sleepy Hollow, Supernatural, Buffy, Resident Evil, The Stand,
Sleepwalkers, Masters of Horror, The Fly, Critters, Tales from the Crypt, Child's Play, Fright
Night, Thinner, The Langoliers, Ted Bundy, Final Destination, Re-animator Unbound,
Halloween, Apollo 18, The Eye, Night of the Living Dead, The Crow, The Mist, Pan's Labyrinth,
and Raiders of the Lost Ark. Horror 201 also entertains. You'll see a side of your favorite
authors, producers, and directors never seen before - combining fun and entertainment with
informative career-building advice. Horror 201 is aimed at arming generations of authors,
screenwriters, producers, directors, and anyone else interested in the film industry, from big
budget movies to the independent film circuit, as well as the stage. Whether you're an
accomplished author or screenwriter, writing as a hobby, or have dreams of writing
screenplays or making movies, Horror 201 will take you on a behind the scenes tour of the
Horror movie industry from Hollywood to the UK and Australia. The full line-up includes: John
Carpenter, Wes Craven, George A. Romero, Ray Bradbury, Ramsey Campbell, Ed Naha,
Edward Lee, Patrick Lussier, Tim Lebbon, Jonathan Maberry, Stephen Volk, William Stout,
Michael McCarty, Dan Curtis, William Stout, Graham Masterton, Harry Shannon, Jason V.
Brock, L.L. Soares, Mick Garris, William F. Nolan, Lee Karr, Jeffrey Reddick, Taylor Grant,
Stephen Johnston, Aaron Sterns, Michael Laimo, Jonathan Winn, David. C. Hayes, Brian
Pinkerton, David Henson Greathouse, Aaron Dries, Armand Rosamilia, Billy Hanson, Jack
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Thomas Smith, John Russo, Keith Arem, Denise Gossett, Mark Steensland, John Shirley, Tom
Holland, Adrian Roe, Dave Jeffery, James Hart, James Cullen Bressack, Jeff Strand, Nancy
Holder, E.C. McMullen Jr, Richard Gray, Richard Chizmar, William C. Cope (interior artist), Tim
Waggoner, Tom Monteleone, Nick Cato, Kevin Wetmore, Eric Miller, and Lynne Hansen. Don't
let this opportunity slip through your creative fingers.
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